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A recent study examining global prostitution laws revealed that 61% of 100 studied countries allow some form of legal prostitution.¹ The United States and Canada both fall within this majority, but both countries place strict limits on prostitution.² In the U.S., prostitution is only legal within a
licensed brothel in one of twelve counties in Nevada. In Canada, prostitution laws are in a state of flux following *Bedford v. Canada*, a recent decision by the Supreme Court of Ontario. In March of 2012, an appellate court affirmed a lower court’s ruling that certain parts of the Criminal Code, such as a ban on brothels, are unconstitutional. This case has the potential to reframe Canadian prostitution laws. On October 25, 2012, the Supreme Court of Canada announced that it will hear the final appeal of the case.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF LEGAL PROSTITUTION IN CANADA

Even before the *Bedford* decision, the exchange of money for consensual sex was not illegal, per se, in Canada. However, the Canadian Criminal Code prohibits many activities that are related to prostitution, making it difficult to engage in prostitution without violating one of these provisions. For example, it is illegal to work in a “bawdy house” (brothel), to solicit for sexual services, or for an individual to profit from the prostitution of another (such as a pimp, brothel owner, or security guard).

Three plaintiffs, Terrie Bedford, Annie Lebovitch, and Valerie Scott, filed suit against the Attorney Generals of Canada and Ontario, and the case was heard by the Superior Court of Justice in October of 2009. The plaintiffs sought to
show that three sections of the Criminal Code are unconstitutional. The “bawdy house provision” found in section 210, prohibits people from owning or entering brothels or from regularly engaging in prostitution in a certain location, such as one’s home. The “living on the avails” provision in 212(1)(j) bans profiting from the prostitution of another individual. Finally, section 213(1)(c) outlaws communication (solicitation) of sexual acts for money, in public.

The plaintiffs argued that these provisions violate various sections of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, part of the Canadian Constitution. Most notably, the plaintiffs argue that these provisions violate Section 7, which ensures the right to life, liberty, and security. The plaintiffs’ argued that the criminal code has the effect of prohibiting prostitution in its safer forms, while permitting its most dangerous manifestations. In other words, “the cumulative effect of the legislative scheme may actually exacerbate the social problems caused by the prostitution,” and this is a violation of an individual’s Section 7 rights. The judge in the Supreme Court of Justice agreed with the plaintiff’s argument, and the appellate court affirmed.

All three of the plaintiffs have worked as prostitutes in the past. Two of the three women reported experiencing more violence when working on the streets than in brothels or in their homes. Since the bawdy house provision prevents individuals from using these indoor locations, prostitutes are pushed into the potentially more dangerous conditions of the streets.

In analyzing this claim, the lower court considered a wide range of sources including expert testimony about human trafficking, studies on violence against prostitutes, The Fraser Report, which “mapped the ideological landscape, and philosophical and ethical traditions” surrounding prostitution, the Department of Justice’s synthesis report, which reviewed the effects of past legislation on street prostitution, and the plaintiff’s own stories. The court also studied a variety of countries where legal brothels exist, including the United States. The decision discusses the efficacy of different methods used by Nevada brothels to keep their prostitutes safe, such as having a panic button in each room and allowing management to monitor monetary negotiations between prostitutes and clients. The breadth and depth of the court’s consideration of international sources seems to point to a desire to make a decision that benefits the well-being of prostitutes and the Canadian community as a whole.
The next issue is the “living on the avails” provision, which forbids anyone from living partially or wholly off the profits of a prostitute. Plaintiffs argue that their safety is jeopardized by this provision, because it renders them unable to hire security guards for protection, managers to screen clients in advance, or drivers to escort them safely. The appellate court agreed and felt that this provision should only ban people from benefiting from prostitution in an exploitative manner.

DEVELOPMENT OF LEGAL PROSTITUTION IN NEVADA

In the United States, brothels are legal in only one state: Nevada. Nevada was granted statehood in 1864, and the newly formed Nevada State Legislature passed laws that permitted cities to regulate their own brothels and prostitution laws. In 1942, Clark County (home of Las Vegas) attempted to shut down a local brothel, deeming it a public nuisance. The resulting lawsuit went to the Nevada Supreme Court, which upheld Clark County’s right to close the brothel. The court’s reasoning centered on county supremacy in local governmental matters, and the state’s inability to infringe upon that authority. Five years later, in Cunningham v. Washoe County, the Nevada Supreme court explained that state laws on prostitution are simply a foundation on which counties are permitted to build.

The Nevada State Legislature took up the issue in 1971 by enacting a ban on brothels for any county with a population in excess of 200,000. At that time, only one county exceeded that total, but the cap has since been increased to 400,000, and two counties are currently over the limit (those encompassing Las Vegas and Reno).

The tide changed in 1978 when the Nevada Supreme Court overruled its previous decision in the Cunningham case. This time, the court explained that the statute enacted in 1971 rendered counties unable to close a brothel under the guise of nuisance. However, Counties have since been permitted to shut down brothels under alternative theories. For example, the Nevada Supreme Court allowed Lincoln County to shut down a brothel in 1980 because regulating and overseeing the brothel was too much of a burden for the county.

In recent years, the number of brothels in operation in Nevada has fluctuated between 25 and 35. Most authority to regulate brothels is left to individual
Some counties have chosen to permit them in only rural areas, and other counties simply retain the right to use their discretion in permitting individual brothels, deciding on a case by case basis.

COMPARISON: ONTARIO AND NEVADA

Except for the province of Quebec, which operates under Civil Law, Canada has a fairly similar court system to that of the U.S. A Canadian Supreme Court Ruling has similar precedential value over the provinces of Canada, as a comparative United States Supreme Court decision has over the states. In both Nevada and Ontario, litigation has led to legalized brothels (although the Canadian system is in flux, awaiting a Supreme Court determination). The way in which courts arrived at these decisions, and the reasoning that the court used to rationalize this legalization, has been very different.

Both courts considered the specificity of certain provisions. The Ontario court did this in regards to the “living on the avails” prohibition. The plaintiffs felt that by banning all people who live wholly or partially on the avails of prostitutes, it was eliminating not only those who exploit sex workers, but also those who could ensure the safety of sex workers—a notion that the court agreed with. The Nevada Supreme Court also heard a case alleging that the ban on solicitation was overly broad. This court agreed, but based the decision on procedural grounds and not on policy ramifications.

The Ontario case and a few Nevada cases have discussed nuisance theories. The Nevada court did a more thorough consideration of nuisance, and historically used nuisance law as a means for counties to shut down brothels. Many of these Nevada decisions were concerned with nuisance deriving from the physical building of the brothel, its location in the community, and the negative effects of its presence there. In the Bedford decision, the Ontario court discussed nuisance, but in relation to solicitation by prostitutes, and concluded that legalizing brothels could be beneficial because solicitation would then occur within the brothel, not on the streets.

Regarding communication, the Nevada courts took a First Amendment standpoint, debating whether or not it should be legal to advertise brothels in the counties where they illegal. The Ontario court primarily discussed communication from an on-street solicitation standpoint. This court said the status
quo puts sex workers in a more dangerous position, since they had to retreat to hidden or dangerous places to do their negotiations, and because they often hurried through negotiations for fear of getting caught. The hurried nature meant prostitutes did not have ample time to screen the client or to ensure that they felt safe in the transaction. While communication and solicitation was considered by both Ontario and Nevada courts, Nevada was more concerned with the relationship between counties, whereas Ontario’s court discussed the in-county effect.

Overall, the Ontario court framed its Bedford decision from a policy standpoint, advocating for the safety of sex workers and from an overall community health standpoint. It also considered many external and international sources, and attempted to maximize practicality and safety. In contrast, the Nevada court has focused on the legal theories by which a particular county can allow or ban a brothel, the problems that a brothel can cause to the community it surrounds, and the relationship between county and state lawmaking prerogatives. Although the Ontario Supreme Court will have the ultimate say on the legality of Ontario’s brothels, the discussion that has been prompted by the Bedford decisions thus far provides an interesting comparison for how two different legal systems can arrive in a similar place through very different means.
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